THE MAD CATHEDRAL
the nave was quite sublime. Dim vistas on each side
hinted at transepts; and one of the roofs that Piranesi
drew towered into the darkness, though possibly the hand
of Mr. Joseph Pennell had added some of the cords and
scaffoldings that hung from it. Outside the sun was shin-
ing ; and one had a sense of passers-by hurrying across a
Parvis in the shadow of a big West Door, For here, beyond
all doubt, was a cathedral We had not noticed one in
Hollywood. But faint music hung about its aisles; busy
worshippers trotted towards side-chapels; and one turned
at every moment to catch the glow of a great rose-window,
A woman drifted by with her hair loose about her shoulders.
It seemed a little odd. And then the chapels were so queer.
There were no altars; and in one of them a young man in
evening dress with a pink shirt-front and a fez was whispering
inaudibly, with a look of nameless evil, to a draped figure
on a divan. His lips kept moving, but there was no sound;
perhaps the music drowned it. It was a queer cathedral,
where men in shirt-sleeves perched in the chancel, directing
cruel lights upon a silent choir dressed in the oddest clothes,
while precentors in eye-shades stooped above their missals,
There were deserted chapels filled with forgotten architec-
ture, with palace gates, with Mexican hillsides, with cottage
interiors; and electric cables lay about the floor like sleeping
snakes, Yet in that noble nave one could never quite
escape the sense of a cathedral, A shrill bell might sound
at any moment and release a mad Jubilee procession of
cowboys, cardinals, veiled ladies, negroes, Zouaves, and
electricians. For the great film-studio resembled nothing
more than a cathedral that had lost its senses.
We had lunched at ease in the Bishop's Palace,   A smile
of international fame had received us at the turnstile, and
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